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I read with great interest on the study by Miyamoto and 
colleagues (1). The study found no causal association 
between contrast media exposure and outcomes of sepsis-
induced acute kidney injury (AKI). The study utilized 
sophisticated methodology of propensity score to adjust 
for the potential confounding by indication, minimizing 
the difference between patients with and without contrast 
media exposure. However, the pre-exposure conditions 
were not fully considered as that reported in the results. 
In clinical practice, the most important reasons for 
contrast media exposure during computed tomography 
(CT) in patients with sepsis-induced AKI is pancreatitis, 
because there is a large body of evidence showing that the 
contrast enhanced CT (CECT) is valuable in assessing the 
necrotic lesion of the pancreas (2). The most important 
cause of sepsis is pneumonia, but plain CT scan is usually 
enough for assessing infectious lesions of the lung. Thus, 
clinical indications for the CECT can provide important 
information on the difference between the two group of 
patients. The authors unfortunately did not provide such 
conditions in their original report. Secondly, it is unclear 
from the description (they described in the method section 
that: a CT scan was performed at admission) whether 
patients underwent plain CT on ICU admission but CECT 
on the other days was considered as the contrast group 
or as the control group. If they were considered as in the 
control group (plain CT scan on ICU admission), then 
their final outcome could be confounded by subsequent 
contrast media exposure (i.e., many patients may receive 
CECT because the first plain CT indicate abnormal 
conditions and need further confirmation). However, if 
they were considered as in the contrast group, the CECT 

can better be considered as a time-varying covariate that 
could be addressed with the time-dependent propensity 
score matching (3,4). The evolution of a clinical conditions 
such as cancer and inflammatory diseases is considered to 
be important (5). Cross-sectional data usually fail to capture 
the temporal trend of the disease progression. Thus, more 
clarifications are mandatory for correct interpretation of the 
current results. 
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